
Collaborative Learning 
… enables the move from the “lack” of an 

individual action to the “abundance” of 
group work. 
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Collective Intelligence    
Combining our contribution with others creates a unique “collective intelligence”. 
As a result , teamwork brings more effective solutions to any problem, and any 
project or goal can be accomplished in a more effective way, faster and with a 
better outcome. 

 

 



Collective Intelligence    
  
 

 

In  this way, the learning  process is anchored , team members will learn from 
each other. They discover how to deal with each other in order to accomplish a 
certain task. Social skills are developed naturally in the process like: respecting 
others, supporting, understanding, solving conflicts, adapting to different work 
styles, distinct thinking and behavior. 

Video clip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GEbp7zbm7W4 
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Collaborative Learning 
Collaborative Learning is an educational approach to teaching and learning that 
involves groups of learners working together to either: solve problems, complete 
a task, create a product, or learn  new concepts. 

  



Collaborative Learning 
Other terms used for Collaborative Learning 

Project based learning: 

Project Based Learning is a teaching method in which students gain knowledge 
and skills by working for an extended period of time to investigate and respond to 
an authentic, engaging, and complex question, problem, or challenge. 

 



Collaborative Learning 
Other terms used for Collaborative Learning 

Team based learning: 

Team-based learning (TBL) is a pedagogical strategy that engages student 
knowledge through individual testing and group collaboration. Following individual 
answers, students join teams and work through problems, calling on when they are 
incorrect. 



Collaborative Learning 
Other terms used for Collaborative Learning 

Genius Hour: 

Genius hour is a movement that allows students to explore their own 
passions and encourages creativity in the classroom. It provides students a 
choice in what they learn during a set period of time during school. 



Collaborative Learning 
Other terms used for Collaborative Learning 

Passion based learning: 

Passion-Based Learning is the process of facilitating learning by harnessing 
and focusing on the students' passions as well as creating passion within the 
students.  
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Collaborative Learning 
Benefits of Collaborative Learning:  

addresses learning style differences, develops higher level  thinking skills, 
encourage  students to take responsibility for their learning, enhances student’s 
satisfaction with the learning experience, develops social interaction skills, sets 
high expectations for students and teachers, resembles real life situations, 
develops empathy (the ability to view situations from others’ perspective) , 
develops oral communication skills, helps students to stay on task easier and to 
be less disruptive, promotes a positive attitude towards the subject matter, 
promotes innovation in teaching and classroom technique. 

 

 



Collaborative Learning 
 Benefits of Collaborative Learning: 

Higher  achievements and greater productivity 

Higher level  of thinking 

Leadership and self-management skills 

Exposure to diverse experiences 

Real  world experiences, global connections,  students ownership. 



Collaborative Learning 

Collaborative Activities: How to… 
Many tasks can be made into collaborative activities by asking learners to 
complete them in pairs or groups rather than individually. For collaborative 
activities to work effectively it is important to: 

●  Consider the grouping of learners carefully, (for example placing early stage 
bilingual learners with peers who can provide good models of English, and/or 
share the same first language). 
 

 



Collaborative Learning 

Collaborative Activities: How to… 
●  Establish the type of behaviour that will be expected from learners for them to 

benefit most from these types of activities and ensure that everyone is clear 
what their role is, e.g. asking questions, answering questions, observing, 
collaborating on the set task. 
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Collaborative Activities: How to… 
Bear in mind that group discussions can take place in English or in the learners’ 
first language. Think about what they should get from the discussion and decide 
which language the learners should use. 
 



Collaborative Learning 

Collaborative Activities: How to.... 
●  Encourage other members of the group to include learners that  may need 

support to take part in a discussion or activity. Make sure that all learners 
have a role in the discussion. 

●   Speaking frames can be useful to scaffold the language used, e.g. creating 
game cards with sentence starters are provided to support learners who are 
at an early acquisition or developing competences levels. 

Top tip: Ensure the tasks are sufficiently challenging and will provide a genuine 
need for discussion, problem-solving and working together. 
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Collaborative Learning: Strategies 
20 Collaborative Learning Tips And Strategies For Teachers 

1. Establish clear group goals  2. Keep groups midsized     3. Establish flexible group norms  
  

4. Build trust and promote open communication  5. For larger tasks, create group roles 6. Create a pre-test and post-
test (TBL)   

7. Consider the learning process itself as part of assessment  8. Consider using different strategies, like the Jigsaw 
technique. 

9. Allow groups to reduce anxiety  10. Establish group interactions  11. Use real-world problems   

12. Focus on enhancing problem-solving and critical thinking skills  13. Keep in mind the diversity of groups 
  

14. Consider demographics   15. Use scaffolding  16. Include different types of learning 
scenarios   

17. Technology makes collaborative learning easier  18. Avoid ‘bad group work’  19. Be wary of ‘groupthink  

20.Value diversity 

https://www.teachthought.com/pedagogy/20-collaborative-learning-tips-and-strategies 
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Collaborative Learning 

Peer Learning 
Peer learning is a type of collaborative learning that involves students working in 
pairs or small groups to discuss concepts or find solutions to problems.  

The main peer learning principle is to share knowledge acquired from one’s 
experience , without theoretical information. Each member of a team is 
responsible not only for learning what is taught but also for helping teammates 
learn, creating an atmosphere of achievement. Students work through the 
assignment until all group members successfully understand and complete it.  
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Peer Learning 
Peer learning requires much more commitmentt and proactivity than traditional 
methods. But it also rewards with an opportunity to concentrate on the  practical 
aspects of any subject. This allows finding solutions and answers through 
cooperation. 

 



Collaborative Learning 

Peer Evaluation  
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